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PREVIOUS ISSUES 2019

Please download a copy from our website:
www.fstopphoto.co.za

SUGGESTIONS & ARTICLES
Please let us know what you want to
see in your magazine. More articles?
More images? More tutorials? More
about the members? Please tell us.

Send your news to the editor:
editor@fstopphoto.co.za

The F-Stop Photographic Society Camera Club is proudly
affiliated with the PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY OF SOUTH AFRICA
www.pssa.co.za

About us
F-Stop is not just a club for serious Photographers or people with expensive cameras; it is a club
which has been specifically de-signed to help beginners to progress with their photography.

Our aim is to bring people together to learn, share and have fun with photography.
If you want to take better pictures, attend Workshops and Rallies, enter your pictures and listen to
the Judge’s comments then we are the Club for you. We meet once a month on the second Wednesday, at the Church hall in Highveld Street, Kempton Park. We use the entrance in Gardenia road at
18.45pm to start 19.00pm
This magazine is produced with the results, accumulated points and winning pictures from the previous meeting, as well as articles on different aspects of photography. A website is also available
providing valuable information on photography. You can visit our website: www.fstopphoto.co.za

A Beginner photographer starts off as a 1 star and then progresses to a 5 star working on a point system. Photos may be entered in Digital and/or Prints allowing for 3 photos and a Theme in any of the
designated categories, Nature, Pictorial, Altered reality, Photo Journalism and Portrait (explained in
the magazine). There is no pressure, you can progress at your own pace, and we are all very relaxed
at the club.
We would like to take the opportunity to thank you for showing interest in our club by downloading
our Free digital magazine, for you to browse through and we are looking forward to you possibly joining with our club.
Club Chairman

AFFILIATED MEMBER

General e-mail : info@fstophoto.co.za
CHAIRMAN
Rickus Barnard / 082 909 6327
rbarnard@worldonline.co.za
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SECRETARY
Anita Bester / 083 409 9747
admin@fstopphoto.co.za / anita@aabcreations.co.za
SCORING
Anthony Malin / 082 571 2924
malinanthony@gmail.com
SPECIAL PROJECTS
Peter Connan / 078 456 3980
pietconnan@gmail.com
EDITOR
Annaline Werth / 083 261 3437
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This is the official monthly in-house magazine of F-Stop Photographic Society of Kempton Park.

IMPORTANT

By virtue of submitting any entry, the image author permits F-Stop Photographic Society to reproduce all or part of
the entered material
free of charge for inclusion in the monthly magazine, local press or F-Stop Website, unless otherwise stated by the author.
All other images are courtesy of Google Images and remain the property of the original Image Author.
Credit given to Image Authors where possible.
No part of this magazine may be used or reproduced without the written consent of the existing chairman.
This magazine is free of charge and may not be sold.
ALL QUERIES MAY BE RAISED WITH THE CLUB CHAIRMAN.

General club information



Club Meetings

Held every second Wednesday of each month

Venue: NH Chruch Kempton park noord
99 Highveld road, entrance from Gardenia street

Time: 18:45 for 19:00pm Next meeting: 11 September 2019


SALON Acceptances

Do not forget to send your Salon acceptance results to:

Info@fstopphoto.co.za
Remember all members, Salon acceptances and Com’s will help you progress in
your star levels



SET SUBJECTS 2019

October Theme : From the Top
Image dimensions are 1920 x 1080 pixel (the width must be
either 1920 pixels or the height must be 1080 pixels or both)
sRGB colour space and less than 2MB in file size



SOCIAL MEDIA LINKS:



WEBSITE: www.fstopphoto.co.za



FACEBOOK: https://www.facebook.com/Fstopphotographic/



WHATSUP: Please ask Anita Bester to add you to the whats’up group



PHTOVAULT: www.photovaultonline.co.za– To enter Salon competition
(PSSA)



PUBLICATION : Newsletters, Kempton express, club website and Facebook,
If you do NOT want your images to be published in the local paper or on our
club website, please contact: Annaline before the 15 of each month.

FEES STRUCTURE
Main Member: R400
Additional Member: R290
Pensioners: R160
Scholars: R160

BANKING DETAILS
CAPITEC BANK
Acc No: 138 45 45 709 Branch: 470010
Acc Type: Savings
REF: Name & Surname

( Due before 31 April Yearly )

EDITOR’S NOTE
Greetings !
Hello to all
Our theme for October is ‘From the Top’, and remember it’s completely open to interpretation.
Ceprs is on the 19 October, please join Benoni club on this special day.
The article this month is Best light room export settings, enjoy . As we are almost at the
end of the year, please see detail of our F-stop year end competion on page 13 .
We have our year end function on the 30 November , Saturday, braai get together, detail
will follow.
Enjoy this month’s magazine!
Annaline Werth - editor@fstopphoto.co.za
Please joined our Face book page : https://www.facebook.com/
Fstopphotographic/

Address: NG Kerk Kempton park Noord, 99 Highveld road,
entrance from Gardenia street..

OCTOBER THEME
From the Top
IMAGES FROM:
www.500px blog.com
www.awanderfilsole.com
www.defining moments photograpgy.com
www.food revolution network.com
www.time magazine.com
www.tranquilmonkey.com

JUDGING & SCORING

PRINT SIZING

BRONZE: 1 Point:

Fair Photo

SILVER: 2 Points:

Average Photo

GOLD: 3 Points:

Good Photo, conforming to all the criteria.

COM:

Excellent Photo, exceeding all the criteria.

5 Points:

BEST OF GRADE:

1 Extra Point

IMAGE CATEGORIES

The minimum acceptable size for
printed images is 15 x 20 cm
(‘Jumbo’), however the ideal size
for club judging is A4 or 10” x 15”.
(Slightly smaller than A3).
Mounting of prints is optional.
It is advisable to use neutral colours when mounting prints as to
not detract from the image itself.
And as with digital, keep your
print titles short.

ALTERED REALITY (AR):
Computer generated images. Manipulated images. Must stimulate the viewer’s mind through creative
use of line, form and colour.

PHOTOJOURNALISM (PJ):
Storytelling pictures. Documentary Pictures. Human Interest.
No manipulation allowed that alters the truth. Journalistic
value of picture weigh more than pictorial quality.

NATURE (NA):
Wildlife, botanicals, birds, landscapes.
No human elements, manipulation, tamed
animals, farm or zoo animals, hybrid plants
or flowers are allowed.

PORTRAIT (PO):
Head and shoulders or full figure of
person(s) / animal(s). Studio.

PICTORIAL (PI):
Open category. Images that aren’t defined
in any other category.

THEME (TH):
Subject selected by committee every month.
Image creativity is at the discretion of the author but must ve relevance to the theme.
Manipulation allowed.

IMAGE NAMING

DIGITAL SIZING

Your title should look like this:
STAR GRADE_CATEGORY_TITLE_NAME AND SURNAME.JPEG
(1_NA_Eyes on you_Arnold Bester.JPEG)
For added dimension to your image

MAXIMUM FILE SIZE IS
2MB SRGB Colour Space

PORTRAIT
Maximum
1080 Pixels
on Vertical
Axis

LANDSCAPE
Maximum 1920 Pixels
on Horizontal Axis

STAR CRITERIA
1 STAR: Correct exposure, in focus, element of composition, picture clean & well presented.
2 STAR: Correct exposure, in focus, element of composition, picture clean and well presented,
some impact and some knowledge of when to crop.
3 STAR: Correct exposure, in focus, element of composition, picture clean and well presented,
impact (now a strong requirement), knowledge of when and how to crop when needed.
4 STAR: Should show a full grasp of all the above principles. Should show work of entry level
National Salon Standard.
5 STAR (& HIGHER): National Salon Standard Entry Level, International Salon Standard.

PROMOTIONAL
REQUIREMENTS
AS YOU MOVE FROM GRADE TO GRADE
POINTS DO NOT CARRY FORWARD,
BUT SALON ACCEPTANCES DO.

1-2 STAR:

30 Points

08 Golds/COMS

2-3 STAR:

60 Points

15 Golds/COMS

3-4 STAR:

80 Points

20 Golds/Coms

with 5 Salon Acceptances

3-4 STAR:

160 Points

40 Golds/Coms

with no Salon Acceptances

4-5 STAR:

120 Points

30 Golds/Coms

with 25 Salon Acceptances

4-5 STAR:

240 Points

60 Golds/Coms

with no Salon Acceptances

100 Golds/Coms

with 50 Salon Acceptances

5-5 STAR (Honours):

F-STOP CALENDAR
MONTHLY THEMES

MEETING DATES

SEPTEMBER: Technology at work

11 September 11

OCTOBER: From the top

09 October 09

NOVEMBER: Just keep it simple
“Black and White”

13 November 13
04 December 04

Refreshments

THANKS TO

Peter C & Dave

SEPTEMBER: Peter C & Dave

for sponsoring this month’s refreshments!

OCTOBER: Connie & Kobus
NOVEMBER: Peter m & Ron Cox
DECEMBER: Committee

Tea and Coffee provided by F-Stop.
You just provide some snacks for about 25 people and make sure
that the kitchen area is cleaned up before leaving.

SEPTEMBER:
09 Marthinus Odendaal

OCTOBER:

NOVEMBER:

DECEMBER:

13 Mike Huggins

15 Monica Koekemoer

16 Martin Bester

14 Jeanette Smith

21 Maryna Vermeulen

26 Sarina Odendaal
30 Igi Badenhorst

24 Anthony Malin
26 Carole Spinks
29 Nico Strydom

PROMOTIONS
Mike Huggins

1 Star to 2 Star (Digital)

Danny Lotter

2 Star to 3 Star (Digital)

Congratulations!!

F-STOP
YEAR END

COMPETITION
ENTRY INFORMATION:
* Each member may enter up to 4 of their best
images in each of the 4 standard categories,
namely Pictorial, Nature, Photo Journalism
and Altered Reality. Theme Images may also
be entered, but must be entered in one
of the standard categories.
* All images must confirm to the usual rules
& stipulations.
* Images should be images that were submitted during the
course of 2019 - regardless of the award it received.
* These pictures will be judged “Salon Style”.
* Each picture has to be labelled in the same way
as for a normal club meeting.

Date is the 04 December 2019

How to get more creative abstract landscapes

The dark conditions were ideal for creating this dreamlike landscape on a rain-filled day. Canon EOS 5D Mark
II, 24-105mm, 2.5sec at f/11, ISO 100. Credit: Lynne
Douglas

Leaves were used to create an autumnal abstract. Canon EOS 5D Mark II, 24-105mm, 0.5sec at f/8, ISO 100.
Credit: Lynne Douglas

An abstract approach to landscape photography yields interesting and creative
images, as Lynne Douglas reveals
Some years ago while reviewing images from a trip to the Hebrides, one image stood
out from the rest – it was beautifully blurred because I had accidentally moved the camera while taking the shot. I had such an emotional response to this impressionist-style
image that I began to explore ways to recreate the effect. At that time, the photography
world seemed to be obsessed with hyperfocal distance and front-to-back sharpness; my
attraction to camera movement seemed off-key. Ten years on, my happy accidents are
now making me a living.
There are many ways to create painterly compositions, but there are always two basic
factors that need to balance: shutter speed and movement. While the results of random
movements are often interesting, developing a work flo will improve your success rate.
Slow down and experiment with movement and shutter-speed combinations to fine-tune
your technique. Having said that, this is a game of experimentation and there is no right
or wrong way. So let your heart rule your head, shake off any preconceived ideas and let
your creative juices flow.

Article from : https://keyassets.timeincuk.net/inspirewp/live/wp-content/uploads/sites/12/2018/12/Abstract-landscapewhy-it-works.jpg

Technique and kit
Over the years I have developed some routine starting points for my speed, direction of
movement and shutter speed depending on the subject I am shooting. As the main aim
is to work with slow exposure and movement, there is no real need to worry about the
aperture or the type of lens other than using those to your advantage in slowing the
speed. A narrow aperture and longer lens can add a couple of stops and lengthen the
time you have to make the shot. In my kit I always carry a large set of Lee Filters and
rarely make a shot without my 0.9 neutral density (ND) filter. If shooting in daylight, I often combine graduated and ND filters as well as using my lowest aperture to maximise
the shutter speed. Dark gloomy days are perfect for slowing down, and rain or mist can
add to the effect.

A storm has created some repetition
and colour harmonies in this Cuillin
mountain scene. Canon EOS 5D Mark II,
24-105mm, 1sec at f/22, ISO 100. Credit: Lynne Douglas

Choice of subject
There are so many options here that it really depends on personal interest to decide what to
shoot. Personally, I enjoy working with mountains and beaches but forests and rivers have
also been fruitful, as have studio shots of leaves and flowers. Mountains with strong graphic
shapes can be used to create gentle, subtle movements, resulting in soft, flowing images.
Whereas a two-step movement from one focal point to another will give repeats, by focusing most of the exposure time on the main composition before moving the camera to a second position you can reinforce the graphic elements.
Seascapes can be made dramatically minimal by panning across the scene in a straight
line using the tripod or a monopod to keep the camera steady. For this type of shot it is important to review the test shot before you start, and ensure the horizon is straight and in the
right position. These minimal seascapes work well with my EF 70- 200mm lens with a narrow aperture setting of f/32. The results are often simple exquisite lines and strips of colour.
Freehand shots of distinct waves while moving the camera result in repeated misty waves
that appear to drag colours across the image like a watercolour painting.

Exposure time
There are no rules for the length of an exposure or the degree of movement you should
use, and what works for one subject may not work for another. Working in a forest using
autumn leaves as my subject, an exposure of 0.5-1 second with a strong downward
curving movement in line with the direction the leaves were moving resulted in pleasing
effects. Sideways movements and short speeds with too little movement tended to look
uninteresting and unintentionally blurry. Watch out for the light at the top of trees too.
Downward movements will drag the white light from the sky through your darker colours,
which is not always pleasing.

A minimalist seascape is ideal for panning horizontally to
capture simple strips of colour. Canon EOS 5D Mark II, 24-

General principles and post-processing
Just because the basic rules of photography in terms of speed and sharpness are put to
one side, the general principles of creating balance in an image still apply. The Rule of
Thirds and leading the eye in and out of the picture are still important for the image to
work. I work primarily in Lightroom and I start my selection by looking at a panel of small
previews and selecting thumbnails that stand out. Working with small rather than large
previews restricts me to colour and lines and shapes without worrying about distracting
details. Once I have narrowed down my selection, I start working with the temperature
sliders and contrast controls, often pushing them to the extreme before I settle on the optimal settings. Sometimes I switch to Photoshop to add some textural layers if I feel they

Timing and movement
Get into the habit of taking a few test shots to experiment with timing and movement.
Each location and subject will vary – there is no formula with this sort of technique. For
example, at this location I took three test shots with identical camera settings – 0.8sec at
f/25 with an EF 70-200mm lens – but with differing degrees of movement.

Test shot 1

Test shot 2

This is too static, and the image just looks unintentionally blurred

This has too much movement and any object definition
is lost altogether.

Test shot 3
Not too fast, not too slow, and like Goldilocks’s porridge
you will get it just right.

Lynne’s top ten subjects for abstract scenes
Nature provides a wide array of subjects that lend themselves to this technique
Beaches Waves, whether shot freehand or panned with a camera, are particularly well suited to this type of work regardless of the weather.
 Mountains Dragging the camera upwards over graphic shapes often produces
interesting results, although sideways movements also work.
 Reflections Using the water as the moving target can produce fabulous images.
Canals and boats are a good subject, as are trees above the water.
 Landscapes If a more recognisable landscape is the target, then you’ll find that
short bursts of 0.4-1sec exposures with small dragging movements work well.
 Flowers Abstractions from flowers can be very interesting at extreme close up.
Try using the camera on a tripod and use a macro lens or just a zoom.
 Leaves The forest floor is a great place to start with some easy captures. Try
using one main leaf as your ‘focal’ point with movement in different directions and
speeds.
 Trees Contrasting light-barked trees against a dark forest background with upwards
movements works particularly well.
 Indoor fun Try submerged leaves, freezing some interesting objects or shooting through rainy windows to create interesting effects.
 Lights Car tail lights, street lamps and window lights make fabulous light trails;
experiment with different movements and speeds.
 People Get out on busy streets for some unusual captures or try some portraits
with camera movement; black & white works particularly well for these subjects.


1
MIKE HUGGINS

- Best of Grade / Gold

“Bye-Bye mommy”

DANNY LOTTER

- Best of Grade & Junior / Gold

“In Cruise Mode”

2

PETER CONNAN - Best of Grade / Gold
“Yuk”

3

ANITA BESTER - Best of Grade / Gold
“Beautiful Ladies”

4

ARNOLD BESTER - Best of Grade & senior & Evening / Com

5

“Smoking hot”

MIKE SPINKS - Best of Theme / Gold (Digital)
‘Colour burst”

5

KOBUS VD BERG - Best of Grade & junior / Gold (Print)
“A33”

3

KOBUS VD BERG - Best of Theme / Gold
“Lady Bird”

3
MARTHINUS ODENDAAL - Best of Grade & Senior / Gold
“Office lady”

5

E-Photo Barometer
Arnold Bester
Danny Lotter
Anita Bester
Ron Cox
Daniel Lotter
Rickus Barnard
Dawid Hollenbach
Mike Spinks
Annaline Werth
J Smith
Marthinus Odendaal
Sarina Odendaal
Dave Roberts
Anthony Malin
Wilma Keuler
Peter Connan
Maria Gough
Peter Macnamara
Danie Bester
Richard Hudson
Mike Huggins
Monica Koekemoer
Maryna Vermeulen
Lizette Lombard
Rinda Smuts
Martin Bester
Kobus V D Berg
Nico Strydom
Esaias De Bruyn
Prints Barometer
Marthinus Odendaal
Sarina Odendaal
Annaline Werth
Kobus V D Berg
Esaias De Bruyn
Monica Koekemoer
Danie Bester

Total
Score Rank
112 1
108 2
95 3
93 4
91 5
90 6
85 7
85 8
82 9
82 10
80 11
79 12
75 13
74 14
73 15
65 16
59 17
50 18
50 19
43 20
41 21
33 22
31 23
19 24
18 25
14 26
14 27
9 28
4 29
Total
Score Rank
88 1
85 2
49 3
48 4
21 5
11 6
6 7

Image: ARNOLD BESTER

ISO

Best Lightroom Export Settings To Use
If you want the highest quality final photo for any purpose, you need to be familiar with your post-processing
software’s output settings. For many photographers, this means using Lightroom’s “Export” dialog to get the
best results. But not all of these settings are completely intuitive, and you certainly don’t want to make a mistake
in the final step of the imaging process. So, this article covers everything you need to know about the best Lightroom export settings to use.
First, it’s worth mentioning that Lightroom does not have any way to “save” or “bake in” edits to the file you are
editing aside from this export dialog. So, unless you follow the steps below, the only place you can see your photo edits is within Adobe’s own software, like Lightroom or Adobe Camera Raw.

Lightroom Export Settings Dialog
The Export dialog in Lightroom is organized into nine parts.

1. Export Location
2. File Naming
3. Video
4. File Settings
5. Image Sizing
6. Output Sharpening
7. Metadata
8. Watermarking
9. Post-Processing
Taken together, they
look like this:

I’ll go through the basics of each option briefly, then explain my recommended settings.
 Export Location: Nothing fancy her e. You simply select wher e you want to output the photo, plus
whether you want to add the photo to the Lightroom catalog you’re working with. Also, you get to choose
what happens when you export a photo to the same place twice
 File Naming: A flexible option that lets you name your photo upon expor t, either to a custom file
name or a naming preset (including almost limitless choices for creating new presets)


Video: Not applicable to this discussion

 File Settings: Her e, you select file type (J PEG, TIFF, etc.), color space, and image compr ession settings. These are all very important to maximizing your final photo’s image quality
 Image Sizing: Simply the final r esolution of your photo (number of pixels wide and tall), with var ious ways to calculate that number


Output Sharpening: Ver y basic global shar pening adjustment upon expor t

 Metadata: Contr ol what additional infor mation about a photo gets stor ed within its file, like the
camera settings, copyright information, and location details


Watermarking: Add a water mar k to your desir ed position within a photo

 Post-Processing: Decide wher e to open your final photo (i.e., in what other softwar e pr ogr am) after
Lightroom finishes exporting it

Next, I’ll explain my recommended Lightroom export settings for three common scenarios: exporting for maxISO imum image quality, for printing, and for web use.

Exporting for Maximum Quality
Interestingly, this is actually the least common scenario – exporting photos from Lightroom for maximum image quality. And that’s simply because the settings which maintain as much image quality as possible do not
work well for printing, and especially not for web usage. They also produce huge file sizes, in the range of 200
MB or more.
But there is one very good reason to export images at maximum quality: you’re not done editing them! If
there’s still more work to do on a photo in other post-processing software, you definitely don’t want to throw
out that photo’s data prematurely.
For now, you can ignore all the export options except numbers 4, 5, and 6 – File Settings, Image Sizing, and
Output Sharpening. I’ll come back to the others later.

File Settings
 Image Format: TIFF, in gener al. DNG, TIFF, and PSD ar e all lossless. DNG has the smallest file
size, but it only shows your edits in other Adobe software. PSD has the largest file size of the three and may
not open in non-Adobe software.
 Compression: ZIP compr ession. This shr inks file size without impacting image quality at all. However, note that compression can make it slightly slower to open and work with a file. Old software occasionally
has issues opening compressed TIFFs, but this is unusual.
 Color Space: Pr oPhoto. Never let a ProPhoto image loose in the wild unless you really k now what
you’re doing. However, for outputting at maximum image quality – to edit in other software on your own computer – ProPhoto maintains the widest possible range of colors in your photo without clipping. Just don’t forget
to save the photo in a different color space later.
Bit Depth: 16 bits/component. This incr eases file size but keeps far mor e data than 8-bit, minimizing your
chances of banding in the sky or other areas of uniform color.

Image Sizing


Resize to Fit: Leave box unchecked; do not r esize your photo at all.

Resolution: Does not matter what you put; inconsequential to image quality. Occasional old softwar e
may read this value to determine how large to display your photo by default, but this is rare. I leave it at the
default of 240 pixels.

Output Sharpening
Sharpen For: Leave box unchecked; do not shar pen your photo at all.

Exporting for Print
Another common type of export scenario is for printing. You’ll find that many of the print settings are similar to
those from the “maximum quality” settings above, but there are some important changes. Part of the difference
depends on whether you print at a high-end lab, a low-end lab, or on your own printer at home. I’ll go through
those scenarios below.

File Settings
 Image Format: TIFF or J PEG. TIFF will have no compr ession ar tifacts and allows 16-bit export, so it is
best for critical images. But for simple printing applications, or for sending high-megapixel images online, JPEG
will drastically reduce your file size with generally minimal image quality loss.
 Compression/Quality: ZIP compr ession for TIFF; 100 quality for J PEG. As befor e, ZIP compr ession
does not harm a TIFF file, though some rare software options cannot open it properly. As for JPEG, lowering the
“quality” setting will visibly increase compression artifacts. It is not worth the smaller file size in this case.
Color Space: A tr icky one. For J PEG expor ts, pick sRGB to minimize banding. Other wise, the end -all-be-all
is to export TIFF files directly to the custom ICC profile for the specific paper/ink combo you’re using. But unless
you’ve done this before and fully understand sRGB vs Adobe RGB vs ProPhoto RGB, a lot can go wrong here that
leads to bad prints. (It is also potentially better to do this conversion in Photoshop, where you have control over
variables like perceptual vs relative colorimetric intent.)
 If all that sounds too intense, don’t do it; instead, follow your print lab’s guidelines and simply send them a
TIFF in ProPhoto (if allowed), Adobe RGB (if ProPhoto is not mentioned as acceptable), or sRGB (if neither ProPhoto nor Adobe is mentioned as acceptable). Enable the lab’s “color correction” option upon checkout if one exists.
Bit Depth: 16 bits/component (only available for TIFF).

Image Sizing
 Resize to Fit: Leave box unchecked; do not r esize your photo at all. Some low-end labs may refuse to print
your photo if it does not have enough pixels for the size you’re printing, so occasionally you may want to increase
the photo’s total pixels accordingly. But this is rare and does not improve image quality – simply placates the print
lab.
Resolution: Does not matter what you put; inconsequential to image quality. Occasional old softwar e may
read this value to determine how large to display your photo by default, but this is rare. I leave it at the default of
240 pixels.

Output Sharpening
Sharpen For: It depends. For tr uly cr itical wor k, it is better to expor t the photo without any shar pening.
Then, sharpen manually in Photoshop or similar software to match tests you’ve done as to the ideal sharpness setting for the particular ink/paper combo you’re using. In practice, this is more work than most photographers care to
do. Instead, just click the checkbox and select “Matte” or “Glossy” depending on the type of paper you’re using,
and then “Standard” for the amount.
Exporting for Web
The most common destination for most photos is the internet. In that case, the detailed recommendations above
simplify tremendously. Again, for now, we’re only focusing on the three critical Lightroom export options for image quality: File Settings, Image Sizing, and Output Sharpening.

File Settings
 Image Format: J PEG in most cases case. Many websites do not even accept non-JPEG images, or convert
them all to JPEGs after upload. One exception – if you are uploading screenshots or digital illustrations, the ideal
format is PNG, but Lightroom does not allow this (except by exporting “Original” file format, which eliminates
most of your remaining choices). So, you may need to export the photo from Photoshop or something similar instead.

ISO

 Quality: 80 is a good balance of file size (and load speed) ver sus image quality if you ar e uploading to a personal website. You can also check the “Limit File Size To” box and set something reasonable like 1000 K – what I do for Photography Life exports.
 For exporting to social media sites, there is nothing wrong with selecting 100 quality, because almost
all of them will compress the photo themselves if it is too large.
 Color Space: sRGB, per iod.

Image Sizing
Resize to Fit: It depends on the output location. Many social media websites will r esize your images automatically if they are too large. If you don’t want them to do so, export it yourself at the website’s recommended sizes. Facebook recommends photos that are 720px, 960px or 2048px wide. (though they also recommend keeping your photos under 100 KB to avoid their compression algorithm; in that case, you may be better served exporting from Lightroom at 100% Quality and allowing Facebook to compress the photo.)
 For a personal blog, try to keep it around 2000 pixels or smaller on the long edge – whatever you are comfortable with for image quality. We do 2048 pixels for Photography Life. Smaller sizes load faster and don’t
take up as much storage on your website.
Resolution: Does not matter what you put; inconsequential to image quality. Occasional old softwar e
may read this value to determine how large to display your photo by default, but this is rare. I leave it at the
default of 240 pixels.

Output Sharpening


Sharpen For: Scr een, standar d.

Other Recommended Settings
The settings above are the most important. However, I skipped over my recommendations for some important
options: export location, file naming, video, metadata, watermarking, and post-processing. I’ll cover those below.

Export Location
 Export To: I choose “Specific Folder .” It’s the obvious choice, because it lets you manually select
where the exported photo will appear. I create custom export presets for my common use cases – “My Website,” “To Text,” “Photography Life” – that correspond to specific folders on my hard drive.
 You should pick “Choose folder later” if you are creating a preset where you won’t always be exporting to
the same folder. Personally, I don’t do this, since all my presets already export to the spot I want (i.e., I will
never have a reason to export an image intended for Photography Life to my Photos > For Email folder).
 Put in Subfolder: Not wor th using, unless you want to expor t an image to a folder that does not yet
exist. This creates that new subfolder.
 Add to This Catalog: Leave unchecked, unless you have a r eason to add all your expor ted J PEGs
and so on to your Lightroom catalog. For me, it just adds clutter for no real reason.
Existing Files: Ask what to do. If I’m expor ting a file to a location wher e the same expor ted file alr eady
exists, it is usually a mistake, or I’m intentionally trying to overwrite the old file. Either way, this is the type of
thing I want Lightroom to notify me about.

File Naming
 Rename To: Ther e ar e a lot of differ ent philosophies her e. Per sonally, I just expor t images without
changing their name. But I already have a custom import preset in Lightroom to change file names so that no
two photos of mine will ever have the same name (and thus accidentally overwrite one another).
 If all your photos are simply “DSC_1234” or similar, you’ll start duplicating file names after taking 10,000
photos, which is not good. The RAW files will very likely not overwrite one another, but the exported files
might.
 If you’re worried about that, export with a custom file name. My template is: [Date (YYYY)]-[Julian Day
of the Year]-[Hour]-[Minute]-[Filename]. Feel free to use this, although I recommend using it as your import
template rather than export preset.
 Custom Text: Fills in the blank if your “Rename To” selection includes a “Custom Name” component.
 Start Number: Fills in the blank if your “Rename To” selection includes a “Sequence” component.
 This is useful, especially in combination with the Custom Text option, if you have a large set of images
which should have a similar file name. For example, Alaska-1, Alaska-2, Alaska-3, and so on. Just select “1”
in most cases, unless you’re continuing a previous export.

It’s a good idea to make sure you do not have duplicate file names of any kind, or you may inadvertently overwrite an important image.

Video
You really should not be using Lightroom as a video editor, viewer, or exporter. If you must, the options are so
limited that it essentially does not matter what you choose.
 Video Format: H.264 if you ar e planning to use Lightr oom as a str ange way to expor t a compr essed
version of a video elsewhere. Original, Unedited File if you just want to duplicate the video elsewhere on your
hard drive.
Quality: High for 1080p video, Medium for 720p, and Low for 480p. “Max” also outputs at 1080p even
with 4K video, but it does potentially do so at a higher bit rate than “High.”

Metadata
This one is very important, especially if you want maximum privacy of your image data or if you are contributing
to a website (say, Flickr) that can extract shooting data and camera settings from your shot.



Include: It depends on your output r equir ements:

 Copyright Only will delete almost all the EXIF data from your photos, even things like the time and date you
captured it.
 All Except Camera Raw Info is a good choice to retain almost all the EXIF data, but not specific things like
your Lightroom slider adjustments (if you want to keep your process hidden for whatever reason). This way,
websites like Flickr will show your camera settings beneath the photo.
 All Except Camera and Camera Raw Info is useful if you want to retain data like the time and date of the photo capture, but not your specific camera settings.
 All Metadata is what I personally select, because I actually want as much of my photo information to be visible as possible. However, this is because I write for Photography Life and want to make sure people can figure
out my process for particular images. If you want more privacy in your data, I suggest not selecting this option.

 Remove Person Info: Gener ally check this box; other wise, per son keywor ds ar e included in the
metadata of your image, a privacy violation for your subject in most cases
 Remove Location Info: Gener ally check this box; the easiest way for a little-known location to turn into a
free-for-all overnight is for a popular photographer to post the GPS coordinates where it was taken. (If you don’t
shoot with location data, this box is irrelevant.)
Write Keywords as Lightroom Hierarchy: Keep your hier ar chical keywor ds in the expor ted file. Check
this box if you plan to open the image back in Lightroom and want the keywords intact. I leave it unchecked because I do not use Lightroom keywords for organization.

Watermarking
 Watermark: Up to you whether to include water mar ks on your expor ted images or not. I don’t use watermarks personally, but Lightroom has pretty decent watermark customization options under the “Edit Watermarks” option. Play around with the sliders or upload a custom PNG with the logo you want.

Post-Processing
After Export: I almost always select “Show in Finder ” so the photos I’ve just selected pop up after ward. It makes it easy to upload them to my intended destination. If you have a preferred software for editing after Lightroom, you may want to select that application to open the image automatically.
Conclusion
That covers everything! It is a pretty extensive list, but all of these options are important if you want the final step of your imaging process to be as successful as possible.
You can actually go beyond these settings if you want by installing certain Lightroom plugins. Personally, I
use one to add borders around my images if needed.
On top of that, I highly recommend saving your selected settings as a user preset. It’s quite easy – just click
“Add” on the left-hand side to create a new preset. If you accidentally export an image with all the perfect
settings and forget to create a preset, that’s not a problem; right click on another image, go to Export > Export…, and all the settings will stay as you had them last. You can add the new preset from there.

Articles from : https://photographylife.com/best-lightroom-export-settings#lightroom-exportsettings-dialog

E - Awards by Category

AR NA

PI

PJ

PO

TH

1 STAR E-PHOTO
Johan Smit
Hendrik V D Merwe
Vickie Jansen
Lucia Hewitt
Martin Bester
Mike Huggins

-

3
1
2
2

1
1
1
1

1
4

1
1

1
-

2 STAR E-PHOTO
Jacques Koekemoer
Rinda Smuts
Heinrich Kirstein
Monique Vd Merwe
Daniel Lotter
Danny Lotter

1
-

1
1
1
3
10
13

2
5
5
3
-

4
1
-

1
2
4
2
-

4
1
2
1
2

3 STAR E-PHOTO
Anthony Malin
Armand Booysen
Danie Bester
Peter Connan
Theo Pieters
Esaias De Bruyn
Wilma Keuler
Kobus V D Berg
Maryna Vermeulen
Rina Smit
Dave Roberts
Maria Gough
Lizette Lombard

2
2
1
2
1

2
6
22
1
3
1
5
1
1

7
4
4
4
7
7
1
2
10
-

4
1
1
3
2
2
1
1
-

9
5
8
2
1
4
1
2
1
1
1
1

9
4
7
11
2
1
4
3
1
1
1

4 STAR E-PHOTO
Anita Bester
Annaline Werth
Dawid Hollenbach
Monica Koekemoer
Prim Van Zyl
Connie Vd Merwe
Kobus Barnard
J Smith

6
2
6
3
-

16
5
3
5
29
1
18
19

13
9
12
2
2
3
7
4

3
4
8
10
9

9
6
9
9
1
1
4

16
8
12
8
3
2
10
9

5 STAR E-PHOTO
Arnold Bester
Carole Spinks
Marthinus Odendaal
Mike Spinks
Peter Macnamara
Ron Cox
Sarina Odendaal
Richard Hudson
Igi Badenhorst
Nico Strydom

4
5
3
-

11
20
15
28
18
30
7
1

19
25
1
18
4
15
2
-

23
7
5
26
15
1
1

2
45
2
6
1
23
1

13
3
44
7
14
10
19
1
-

1

17

28

32

8

35

PI

PJ

PO

TH

5 STAR HON E-PHOTO
Rickus Barnard

Prints - Awards by Category
AR NA
2 STAR PRINTS
Esaias De Bruyn

1

6

2

-

1

1

3 STAR PRINTS
Anita Bester
Annaline Werth
Danie Bester
Monica Koekemoer
Kobus V D Berg

2
-

6
4
1
6

4
5
6

5
5

3
2
1
2

4
5
1
8

4 STAR PRINTS
Arnold Bester
Connie Vd Merwe

-

1
1

4

-

5
-

2
1

-

15

17

18

44

35

6

10

11

25

44

35

5 STAR PRINTS
Sarina Odendaal
5 STAR HON PRINTS
Marthinus Odendaal

E - Award Score Total
1 STAR E-PHOTO
Mike Huggins
Martin Bester
2 STAR E-PHOTO
Danny Lotter
Daniel Lotter
Rinda Smuts
3 STAR E-PHOTO
Dave Roberts
Anthony Malin
Wilma Keuler
Peter Connan
Maria Gough
Danie Bester
Maryna Vermeulen
Lizette Lombard
Kobus V D Berg
Esaias De Bruyn
4 STAR E-PHOTO
Anita Bester
Dawid Hollenbach
Annaline Werth
J Smith
Monica Koekemoer
5 STAR E-PHOTO
Arnold Bester
Ron Cox
Mike Spinks
Marthinus Odendaal
Sarina Odendaal
Peter Macnamara
Richard Hudson
Nico Strydom
5 STAR HON E-PHOTO
Rickus Barnard
Prints - Award Score Total
2 STAR PRINTS
Esaias De Bruyn
3 STAR PRINTS
Annaline Werth
Danie Bester
Monica Koekemoer
Kobus V D Berg
5 STAR PRINTS
Sarina Odendaal
5 STAR HON PRINTS
Marthinus Odendaal

BEST

COM

GOLD

SILVER

BRONZE

STAR SCORE

YEAR
SCORE

SALON

3
-

1

8
3

7
-

-

41
14

41
14

-

3
1
-

2
1
1

13
10
11

4
4
7

-

60
44
52

108
91
18

-

5
5
6
1
1
1

2
5
1
-

2
31
18
40
2
23
6
4
6
12

6
43
26
17
1
7
9
3
5
13

4
2
1
1
-

18
188
106
171
8
114
38
19
34
69

75
74
73
65
59
50
31
19
14
4

1
-

6
5
2
5
1

5
6
4
6
1

58
44
30
39
26

31
25
14
16
8

1
1
4
-

268
218
140
188
100

95
85
82
82
33

1
10
3
-

10
7
4
17
2
2
-

9
18
7
6
2
-

40
56
38
151
79
59
2
3

3
17
22
81
69
49
1
-

1
1
2
6
3
-

181
291
198
658
383
290
8
9

112
93
85
80
79
50
43
9

40
9
11
41
1
-

22

26

95

23

2

485

90

81

STAR SCORE

YEAR
SCORE

SALON

BEST

COM

GOLD

SILVER

BRONZE

5

-

11

5

1

49

21

-

4
1
1
11

2
1
3

21
2
24

9
2
12

-

95
6
11
122

49
6
11
48

-

31

6

123

80

3

680

85

36

42

11

120

41

1

540

88

78

E - Club Awards

Titel

Award

Event Bests

1 STAR E-PHOTO
Mike Huggins

Bye-Bye Mommy

Gold Best of Grade

Heron At Dusk

Gold

Searching For Food

Gold

Hunter On The Prow

Gold

In Cruise Mode

Gold Best of Grade - Best Junior

Pied Kingfisher Waltz

Gold

Swallow

Gold

The Obstacle Course

Gold

Yuk

Gold Best of Grade

Perdeby

Gold

Wilma Keuler

Is This The Right Tool

Gold

Dave Roberts

Blacksmith

Gold

Odd One Out

Gold

Lion King

Gold

Beautiful Ladies

Gold Best of Grade

Splash

Gold

Ooooops

Gold

Victorian Beauty

Gold

Eagle Taking Off

Gold

Skopsuil

Gold

Macro

Gold

2 STAR E-PHOTO
Daniel Lotter

Danny Lotter

3 STAR E-PHOTO
Peter Connan

4 STAR E-PHOTO
Anita Bester

Dawid Hollenbach

J Smith

5 STAR E-PHOTO
Arnold Bester

Marthinus Odendaal

Mike Spinks
Peter Macnamara
Ron Cox

Sarina Odendaal
Richard Hudson

5 STAR HON E-PHOTO
Rickus Barnard

Lemon Fresh

Gold

Smoking Hot
Bloodworm Midge
Eyes To The Sky And Say Hi
Melkbosstrand
Lizelle 3
Show Us A Leg
Colour Burst
Wheels Up
In Flight
Tranquil
Out Of The Corner
Saccs Buggy
Top Car
Aitsa
Madeliefie
Gt3@15Th Of A Sec
Yamaha64

Best of Grade - Best Senior COM Best Evening
Gold
Gold
Gold
Gold
Gold
Gold Best of Theme
COM
Gold
Gold
Gold
COM
Gold
Gold
Gold
Gold
Gold

Fly
Human Cloning Factory

Gold
Gold

Prints - Club Awards
Titel
3 STAR PRINTS
Kobus V D Berg
A33
Reflection
Bites The Dust
Lady Bird
5 STAR PRINTS
Sarina Odendaal
Louis En Zani
5 STAR HON PRINTS
Marthinus Odendaal Office Lady
Pocket Watch Key
Ouma Se Skoen

Award

Event Bests

Gold Best of Grade - Best Junior
Gold
Gold
Gold Best of Theme
Gold
Gold Best of Grade - Best Senior
Gold
Gold

What Is PSSA?
Mission Statement
The Photographic Society of South Africa was founded in 1954 as a non-profit organization.
PSSA aims:

to bring together all people interested in photography;
to promote the highest possible standards of photography;
to promote the interests of photography amongst all its members.
PSSA represents its members and fosters their interests at all levels.
The Photographic Society of South Africa is the officially recognised Body representing
photographers in Southern Africa. It is the South African equivalent of the Photographic
Society of America to whom it is affiliated. PSSA is an autonomous Society and through
its affiliations affords members contact with the international affairs of photography.
PSSA aims to weld together the photographic and associated efforts of individuals and
clubs into one strong unit.
The Society is recognised by Government through the Performing Arts Council. It is consulted on aspects affecting photography in South Africa as well as being able to negotiate
protection and exemption for photographic clubs and members.
The Society monitors and censors images deemed unfit for public viewing.
PSSA provides medals to and participates in the organisation of National and International Photographic Salons.
Honours are bestowed and awards made by the Society. These titles and honours are
respected throughout the world.
A Photographic Congress is staged each year in conjunction with the Annual General
Meeting of the Society. This affords photographers a platform to meet fellow photographers and hear speakers who are recognised as leading authorities in their particular
fields.
The Society is controlled by a Board of Directors elected by the members.
The day to day operations of the Society are carried out by an Executive Committee,
which is responsible to the Board of Directors. The Society consists of a number of divisions, which are controlled by individual Chairmen who are also responsible to the Directors. They must provide a quarterly report to the Executive Committee and Directors.
PSSA publishes a magazine named IMAGE, which covers all aspects of the Society's activities and photography in general.
Annually a directory is published containing the names and addresses of all members and
member clubs, together with the Society's Honours and Awards holders.
A copy of the Society's Memorandum and Articles of Association is available on this website under About Us.

http://www.pssa.co.za

03.08.2019

On the Rocks camera club PDI salon

10.08.2019

PSSA National AV Salon

17.08.2019

Vereeniging Photo Soc PDI Salon

31.08.2019

Krugersdorp PDI Salon

14.09.2019

Rusternburg PDI Salon

28.09.2019

7Th Swartland PDI & prints salon

12.10.2019

SAVAS PDS salon

16.10.2019

4th International circuit camera obscura 2019 edenvale

21.10.2019

Cross Continental circuit 2019 PDS salon

26.10.2019

Vanderbijlpark PDI & prints Salon

02.11.2019

17 Pssa Up and Coming competion

09.11.2019

AFO PDI Salon

PLEASE VISIT:

www.pssa.co.za
SUPPORT STEVE - AT GLEN ACRES

Shop L48/49 Sandton City
(011) 884 8036
sales@cameralandsandton.co.za
www.cameralandsandton.co.za

